We present high angular resolution observations with the Keck Interferometer, high dispersion spectroscopic observations with Keck/NIRSPEC, and near-IR photometric observations from PAIRITEL of a sample of 11 solar-type T Tauri stars in 9 systems. We use these observations to probe the circumstellar material within 1 AU of these young stars, measuring the circumstellar-to-stellar flux ratios and angular size scales of the 2.2 µm emission. Our sample spans a range of stellar luminosities and mass accretion rates, allowing investigation of potential correlations between inner disk properties and stellar or accretion properties. We suggest that the mechanism by which the dusty inner disk is truncated may depend on the accretion rate of the source; in objects with low accretion rates, the stellar magnetospheres may truncate the disks, while sublimation may truncate dusty disks around sources with higher accretion rates. We have also included in our sample objects that are known to be highly variable (based on previous photometric and spectroscopic observations), and for several sources, we obtained multiple epochs of spectroscopic and interferometric data, supplemented by near-IR photometric monitoring, to search for inner disk variability. While timevariable veilings and accretion rates are observed in some sources, no strong evidence for inner disk pulsation is found.
Introduction
Protoplanetary disks are an integral part of the star and planet formation process, and studying such disks around early analogs of stars like our own sun can provide insight into how planetary systems form. T Tauri stars are 2 M ⊙ pre-main sequence objects, and their circumstellar environments are an ideal laboratory for studying the initial conditions of planet formation. A wealth of evidence, including direct imaging at millimeter and optical wavelengths (e.g., Koerner & Sargent 1995; Dutrey et al. 1996; McCaughrean & O'Dell 1996) , and modeling of spectral energy distributions (SEDs; e.g., Adams et al. 1988; Bertout et al. 1988; Beckwith et al. 1990) , has confirmed the long-espoused hypothesis that T Tauri stars are surrounded by substantial disks of dust and gas. Moreover, observed line profiles and UV continuum excesses indicate that T Tauri stars are accreting material from their circumstellar disks (e.g., Walker 1972; Basri & Bertout 1989; Edwards et al. 1994; Gullbring et al. 1998 ).
Study of the innermost disk regions may reveal the mechanism by which material is accreted through the disk onto the star. In the current paradigm, T Tauri disks are truncated by the stellar magnetosphere within the co-rotation radius, with material accreting along magnetic field lines onto high-latitude regions of the star (e.g., Königl 1991; Shu et al. 1994) . For typical T Tauri star masses, radii, magnetic field strengths, and accretion rates, predicted truncation radii range from ∼ 0.02 − 0.2 AU (e.g., Johns-Krull 2007) . Previous studies have shown that the dusty component of disks is generally truncated further out than the magnetospheric radius (e.g., Eisner et al. 2005; Akeson et al. 2005b ). Dust sublimation is caused by heating from the central star, plus possible additional heating due to viscous dissipation of accreting material and luminosity from the impact of the accretion flow onto the stellar photosphere. If the accretion luminosity varies with time, then the inner dust disk edge may pulsate as the sublimation radius moves in or out. Some evidence for such variability may be present in near-infrared photometric monitoring data (e.g., Skrutskie et al. 1996; Carpenter et al. 2001; Eiroa et al. 2002) . Below, we discuss a search for inner disk pulsations using multiple epochs of spatially resolved observations at 2.2 µm.
Knowledge of the spatial and temperature structure of protoplanetary disks at sub-AU radii is important for understanding the properties of dust and gas in regions where terrestrial planet formation occurs. Temperature is the crucial parameter in determining the radii where dust and water ice, key building blocks of terrestrial planets, can condense (e.g., Hayashi 1981 ). Spatial structure is important for understanding how the close-in extra-solar planets discovered by radial velocity surveys (e.g., Marcy et al. 2005 ) either formed at, or migrated to, their observed orbital radii (e.g., Lin et al. 1996) . Infrared interferometric observations are necessary to spatially resolve disk regions within ∼ 1 AU of the central stars. Such spatially resolved observations are the only way to probe directly the geometry and temperature of these inner disk regions. The Keck Interferometer has recently enabled spatially resolved observations of protoplanetary disks around several approximately solar-type T Tauri stars Eisner et al. 2005 Eisner et al. , 2006 Akeson et al. 2005a ); these observations constrained the dust disk inner radius and temperature, and showed evidence that the inner disk gas extends further in toward the central star. Moreover, when these data are combined with previous spatially resolved observations of more massive, luminous objects (Millan-Gabet et al. 1999 Eisner et al. 2003 Eisner et al. , 2004 Eisner et al. , 2007 Leinert et al. 2004; van Boekel et al. 2004; Monnier et al. 2005 Monnier et al. , 2006 Akeson et al. 2005b; Liu et al. 2007) , the inner disk properties as a function of luminosity can be investigated (e.g., Millan-Gabet et al. 2007) . In general, these observations are consistent with expectations for disks with directly illuminated inner walls; however, there are notable exceptions for solar and sub-solar mass T Tauri stars, motivating further observations.
Here we present near-IR interferometric observations of a sample of low-mass (including solar and sub-solar mass) T Tauri stars. These observations spatially resolve the near-IR emission and allow measurements of the size of the emitting region. In addition, we use spectroscopic and photometric measurements to constrain the relative stellar and circumstellar contributions to the near-IR emission, as well as the accretion luminosities of our targets. All of these data constrain the inner disk properties of our sample, and in cases where multiple epochs of data were obtained, enable study of inner disk variability.
Observations

Keck Interferometer Observations
We used the Keck Interferometer (KI) to obtain spatially resolved measurements of the near-IR emission from a sample of 11 T Tauri stars (Table 1 ). In addition, we incorporate into our dataset a measurement of RW Aur A obtained on 23 October 2002 by Akeson et al. (2005a) . Among the objects for which we have multiple epochs of data, DK Tau A, AA Tau, and RW Aur A are known to be photometrically variable at optical through near-IR wavelengths (Herbst et al. 1994; Skrutskie et al. 1996; Eiroa et al. 2002) .
KI is a fringe-tracking long baseline near-IR Michelson interferometer that combines the light from the two 10-m Keck apertures over an 85-m baseline (Colavita & Wizinowich 2003; Colavita et al. 2003) . For each target, we measured squared visibilities (V 2 ) at Kband (λ 0 = 2.2 µm, ∆λ = 0.4 µm). The system visibility (i.e., the point source response of the interferometer) was measured using observations of unresolved calibrators (Table 1) , weighted by the internal scatter in the calibrator and the temporal and angular proximity to the target source (Boden et al. 1998) . Source and calibrator data were corrected for detection biases as described by Colavita (1999) and averaged into 5s blocks. The calibrated V 2 for a target source is the average of the 5s blocks in each integration, with uncertainties given by the quadrature addition of the internal scatter and the uncertainty in the system visibility. Systematic V 2 effects associated with enhanced performance of the AO system on one telescope relative to the other (which may depend on the brightness of the target) are calibrated by applying a "ratio correction" (e.g., Colavita 1999) . Typical uncertainties are ∼ 5%.
Measured V 2 are shown in Figure 1 . The angular resolution of our observations is on the order of a milli-arcsecond (mas), which is sufficient to resolve the near-IR circumstellar emission, but not the central star. For expected stellar radii of 2-5 R ⊙ and distances of 140-700 pc for our sample, the stars subtend < 0.2 mas . Our measured V 2 thus include contributions from both the unresolved stellar component and the resolved circumstellar component.
Keck/NIRSPEC Observations
We obtained high-dispersion K-band spectra with NIRSPEC between November 2004 and July 2006 for our sample (Table 1) . We used the high-dispersion mode with the 3-pixel slit, which provides a resolving power of R ∼ 24, 000. The NIRSPEC-7 filter was used with an echelle position of 62.67 and a cross disperser position of 35.51. This provided seven spectral orders covering portions of the wavelength range between 1.99 and 2.39 µm. Included in these orders are various stellar atomic lines, the CO (2-0), (3-1), (4-2), and (5-3) bandheads, and the Br γ line.
The spectra were calibrated and extracted using the "REDSPEC" package (e.g., McLean et al. 2003) . Reduction included mapping of spatial distortions, spectral extraction, wavelength calibration, heliocentric radial velocity corrections, bias correction, flat fielding, and sky subtraction. We divided our target spectra by A0V or A1V stellar spectra (that were interpolated over broad Brγ absorption features) and multiplied by appropriate blackbody templates to calibrate the bandpass of the instrument and correct for telluric lines. For the two binary systems observed, which have separations of 2.
′′ 3 (DK Tau AB) and 1. ′′ 4 (RW Aur AB), the components are sufficiently well separated that their spectra could be extracted independently.
PAIRITEL JHK s Photometry
We observed our sample with the 1.3-m Peters Automated InfraRed Imaging Telescope (PAIRITEL; Bloom et al. 2006) , and measured photometric fluxes at J, H, and K s bands. For each source, we obtained short exposures (52 ms) and relatively longer exposures (7.8 s). Short exposures were read out as "clearing exposures" before the longer exposures (this is the nominal process of double-correlated reads in infrared imaging). The short exposures provide unsaturated images of our targets, while the longer exposures yield high signalto-noise images of fainter stars within the observed fields that are used for photometric calibration. The camera provides 2 ′′ pixels over a 8. ′ 5 × 8. ′ 5 field of view. Images are obtained simultaneously in J, H, and K s as part of the camera design.
Our data reduction consisted of background (sky+dark) subtraction (using dithered images to produce backgrounds) and flat fielding. Counts for target and calibrator objects were measured in apertures with 2-pixel radii, sky background was measured as the median value of pixels in an annulus spanning 10 to 20 pixels in radius, and the sky was subtracted from each pixel in the aperture. We calibrated the fluxes using measured 2MASS magnitudes for other stars within the field of view of each target image.
Our photometric errors include scatter in measurements of source and calibrator counts, scatter in the magnitudes computed using different calibrators, and an assumed uncertainty in the 2MASS magnitudes of our calibrator stars of 0.017 mag. Measured fluxes and uncertainties for our sample are listed in Table 2 .
Where possible, we selected calibrator stars that did not appear to vary from epoch to epoch; since no photometric standard stars were observed, our photometry is measured relative to calibrator stars within the observed fields. We evaluated calibrator variability by comparison of each calibrator to the mean value of all calibrators within an epoch; as we discovered variable sources, we excluded them from the calculated mean value and iterated. However, for some fields where only a few stars were visible, no non-variable calibrator stars were found with this procedure (which may indicate unstable atmospheric or instrumental conditions); for these cases our photometric uncertainties include the apparent variability of the flux calibrators.
The binaries in our sample (DK Tau AB and RW Aur AB) are not resolved with the 2 ′′ pixels of the PAIRITEL camera. Thus the photometry for these objects is the composite of both components. The K-band brightness ratios for DK Tau AB and RW Aur A are 3.3 and 4.3, respectively (Simon et al. 1995; White & Ghez 2001) , and our photometry is thus dominated by the primary components.
Analysis
In this section we use the data described in §2 to constrain the properties of the inner disk regions around our sample objects. Our focus is on spatially resolving the circumstellar emission with our interferometry data. However, because we require measurements of the circumstellar-to-stellar flux ratio in order to properly model the circumstellar component of our V 2 measurements (e.g., Eisner et al. 2005) , we begin by deriving this ratio from our NIRSPEC data ( §3.1). In §3.2, we model our spatially resolved interferometric measurements of the circumstellar emission from our targets with a simple geometric model. In §3.3, we derive accretion luminosities for our targets, to enable an investigation of how the inner disk geometries inferred from our interferometry data correlate with mass accretion rate.
Circumstellar-to-Stellar Flux Ratios
We use the NIRSPEC measurements described in §2.2 to derive 2 µm veilings for our sample. The veiling is defined as the ratio of the circumstellar excess flux to the stellar flux in the K-band. Veilings are derived by comparing spectra of our target objects with spectra obtained (on the same night) for non-accreting, weak-lined T Tauri stars (WLTTs). These WLTTs provide excellent templates, since they have stellar effective temperatures and surface gravities similar to the classical T Tauri stars in our sample, but show neither near-IR excess emission nor accretion signatures.
We select several atomic absorption lines for comparison between targets and templates. For a grid of WLTT templates, we perform a χ 2 minimization between the lines seen in the target star and the same lines in the template stars after registration of the relative radial velocities, rotational broadening, and veiling. Radial velocity registration is accomplished via a cross-correlation of target and template star spectra. Rotational broadening is implemented by convolving the template spectrum with a Doppler line profile (Gray 1992 ). The template is veiled by adding a continuum excess to the normalized, un-veiled spectrum, and then re-normalizing the sum (e.g., Basri & Batalha 1990) :
For objects observed over multiple epochs, we first fitted r K and v sin i simultaneously for each epoch, then fixed the v sin i as the weighted average of values from both epochs (which were consistent within uncertainties in all cases), and then repeated the fits with v sin i fixed to this average value. Most of the fitted v sin i values are smaller than the velocity resolution of our observations, ∼ 12 km s −1 . This means that the v sin i values of these targets are compatible with those of the WLTT templates. Since the WLTTs used as templates in our veiling determinations may not be slow rotators, their spectra may already be rotationally broadened. Inferred values of v sin i for our targets thus represent only the amount by which the template spectra need to be further broadened, rather than the true v sin i of the source, and are only lower limits on the true v sin i of our sample.
For this fitting, we used Mg and Al lines between 2.10 and 2.12 µm. We restricted the fits to 30Å regions around strong lines (Figure 2 ) to avoid biasing the fits with noisy continuum regions of the spectra. As a check, we applied this fitting procedure to lines of Ti between 2.22 and 2.24 µm, in a different spectral order than the Mg and Al lines; the fitted veilings in both spectral orders agree within 1σ uncertainties.
When we fitted veiling to any of our WLTT templates, using the set of remaining WLTTs as templates for the fitting, we found veilings consistent with zero for all objects but one. For TYC 5882, the template with the earliest spectral type, the fitted veiling is 0.2 ± 0.1; this is probably due to the mismatch between the spectral type of this and other templates (see Table 1 ), and does not indicate that TYC 5882 is actually veiled.
There may be some additional uncertainty in the inferred veilings for V1331 Cyg and DI Cep, since these sources have earlier spectral types (G5 and G8, respectively) than any of our templates (M2-K3; Table 1 ). To evaluate the effects of this source/template mismatch, we fitted our veiled, rotationally broadened templates to a non-accreting, ∼ 30 Myr old G3/5 star (HIP 9141; . We found that the best-fit veiling for this star is ∼ 0.5, and we thus the veilings inferred for V1331 Cyg and DI Cep may be biased by this amount. We conservatively treat this bias as an uncertainty, added in quadrature to the statistical uncertainties in the fitted veilings; this additional uncertainty is included in Table 3 .
Our veiling measurements fall within ∼ 1 month of our KI observations, providing estimates of the circumstellar-to-stellar flux ratios nearly contemporaneous with our interferometric measurements. Moreover, this near-coincidence allows a comparison of veiling and the size scale of the circumstellar emission at multiple epochs (although there may be some variability in both quantities over the ∼ 1 month timescales separating the spectroscopic and interferometric observations; see below). Unfortunately, no measurement of the K-band veiling is available contemporaneous with the 2002 KI measurements of Akeson et al. (2005a) . These authors estimated a circumstellar-to-stellar flux ratio of 0.6 by assuming that optical photometry traced the stellar photosphere, extrapolating the photosphere to K-band and then comparing the extrapolation to the measured K-band flux. Since the star may be veiled at optical wavelengths (due to emission from an accretion shock), the true photospheric flux may be lower than assumed, and their estimate of the K-band veiling is therefore a lower limit. Nevertheless, we adopt the value of 0.6 here, and assume an uncertainty of 20%.
Inferred veiling values are listed in Table 3 . For AA Tau and RW Aur A, the veiling varies (at greater than the estimated 1σ uncertainty level) from epoch to epoch. This indicates that the relative fluxes of the stellar and circumstellar components in these systems are changing with time.
Inner Disk Sizes
We now turn to analysis of our interferometric data. To determine the angular extent of the K-band emission, we analyze our KI data in the context of a circularly symmetric uniform ring model (e.g., Eisner et al. 2003 ). This simple model has been shown (e.g., Eisner et al. 2004 ) to provide a good description of more complex models of inner disks including puffed-up inner rims (Dullemond et al. 2001; Isella & Natta 2005) . Furthermore, ring models have been used by previous investigators (e.g., Millan-Gabet et al. 2007) , and our use of this model will facilitate comparisons with previous results.
We first remove the contribution to our measured V 2 from the unresolved central star. As described by Eisner et al. (2005) , decomposing the observed V 2 into stellar and circumstellar components requires a measurement of the circumstellar-to-stellar flux ratio; the veilings determined in §3.1 provide this ratio for our sample. Contributions from the stellar and circumstellar components add linearly to the measured visibilities, and one can write,
where F disk /F * is the circumstellar-to-stellar flux ratio. The V 2 disk values for our sample, obtained using the veiling values measured closest in time to the measured V 2 , are plotted in Figure 3 .
Uncertainties in our inferred circumstellar-to-stellar flux ratios lead to uncertainties in V 2 disk in addition to those associated with V 2 meas . This error is smaller when the circumstellarto-stellar flux ratio is large. Given inferred veilings and associated uncertainties for our sample, the resulting additional uncertainty is less than a few percent. For the first epoch of data from RW Aur A, adopted from Akeson et al. (2005a) , the uncertainty is likely to be be larger ( §3.1).
When decomposing observed V
2 values into stellar and circumstellar parts, each epoch of KI observations was matched to the K-band veiling measurement closest in time. Because our interferometric and spectroscopic observations are not exactly simultaneous (generally, measurements are separated by a ∼ 1 month), and objects may vary photometrically (at both optical and near-IR wavelengths) on this time-scale (e.g., Herbst et al. 1994; Skrutskie et al. 1996; Eiroa et al. 2002) , the inferred circumstellar-to-stellar flux ratios may not represent the true values at the time of the KI observations. Given this potential variability, we also decomposed our multi-epoch V 2 meas into stellar and circumstellar components by adopting the average value of the veiling over all observed epochs.
The circumstellar components of the visibilities, V 2 disk , were fitted with uniform ring models using a χ 2 minimization to find the model providing the lowest residuals between predicted and measured V 2 . For DK Tau A,B, AA Tau, and RW Aur A, we fitted the ring model to each epoch of our KI observations. Best-fit radii for these face-on uniform ring models, using both the "nearest-in-time" and "average value" circumstellar-to-stellar flux ratio determinations, are listed in Table 4 . Uncertainties listed in the table are 1σ statistical uncertainties in the fits, obtained by computing the surface where χ 2 = χ 2 min + 1. Both approaches to estimating the circumstellar-to-stellar flux ratios for multi-epoch observations yield sizes consistent within 1σ uncertainties. In the analysis that follows, we will use the sizes derived with the nearest-in-time veiling measurements. Figure 3 shows that the V 2 for some objects (AA Tau, DK Tau A, RW Aur A, V1002 Sco, and AS 206) do not decrease with increasing projected baseline length; these data contrast with the predictions of circularly symmetric disk models. Photometrically determined stellar rotation periods combined with v sin i measurements suggest highly inclined geometries for some of these sources (e.g., Bouvier et al. 1995) , consistent with the non-monotonic behavior of V 2 versus baseline length in Figure 3 . However, because we are using a single-baseline interferometer (with a fixed separation and position angle), our data generally lack sufficient position angle coverage to place meaningful constraints on inclination (even accounting for Earth rotation, which helps to fill in the position angle coverage).
If we fit our data (assuming that multiple epochs of data trace a non-variable source) with an inclined uniform disk model (see e.g., Eisner et al. 2003) , we generally can not rule out an inclination of 0
• (within 1-σ uncertainties 1 ). Thus, we can not tell whether the nonmonotonic behavior seen in Figure 3 is due to asymmetric source geometries or uncertainties in the measurements. For one source, RW Aur A, our data are sufficient to constrain the inclination. Assuming the source geometry has not varied over the two epochs of observation (see §4.2 for discussion of this assumption), the best-fit inclined disk model has an inclination of 77 +13 −15 degrees.
1 For 3-parameter (inner disk radius, position angle, and inclination) fits, 1σ uncertainties are computed from projections of the surface with χ 2 = χ 2 min + 3.53.
Accretion Luminosities
One of our aims in this analysis is to compare inferred inner disk properties with stellar and accretion properties. Accretion luminosity is a particularly interesting property to correlate with our inner disk measurements, since accretion can provide additional heating that modifies the inner disk structure. Here we use the Brackett gamma (Brγ) emission observed in our NIRSPEC data as a diagnostic of infall (Muzerolle et al. 1998 (Muzerolle et al. , 2001 , and thereby estimate accretion luminosities.
Brγ emission lines for our observed sources are shown in Figure 4 . We measure the Brγ equivalent widths (EW) of our targets from these NIRSPEC observations by 1) determining the spectral baseline by fitting a straight line to a version of the spectrum that is interpolated over the Brγ feature; 2) removing this baseline from the (un-smoothed) target spectrum; and 3) integrating under the Brγ line (over wavelengths from 2.157 to 2.175 µm). We do not need to account for veiling here, since we are ultimately interested in the total line luminosity, which depends on the line EW as well as the continuum level (i.e., the correction to the EW due to veiling would be offset by de-veiling the continuum when computing the line flux).
Uncertainties in these EW measurements arise from noise in the spectra and residual errors in calibration due to imperfect interpolation over the broad Brγ absorption features in the telluric standards. We assess these uncertainty sources by applying the same EW measurement procedure to non-accreting, weak-line T Tauri stars. We find that the 1σ uncertainty level for EW estimates is 0.1-0.2Å for most sources. For one object, V1002 Sco, the calibration did not work as well, and the error is 6Å. EWs and error bars for each source and epoch of observation are listed in Table 5 .
We use the Brγ EW measured from our NIRSPEC data and the K s -band magnitude determined from our photometry to estimate the Brγ line flux. For close binaries, where our near-IR photometry measures composite fluxes of the system, we estimate fluxes of individual components using previously measured component flux ratios (Simon et al. 1995; White & Ghez 2001) , which involves the implicit assumption that both component fluxes vary if the composite flux varies. We de-redden our measured K s -band magnitudes using A V values from the literature (White & Ghez 2001; Eiroa et al. 2002; Walter et al. 1994; Hamann & Persson 1992) and the reddening law of Steenman & Thé (1991) , under the assumption that A V is not time-variable. We convert these de-reddened magnitudes into units of flux density, F λ . We then compute the flux in the Brγ line by multiplying F λ by the equivalent width: F Brγ = F λ × EW. The Brγ luminosity is then L Brγ = 4πd 2 F Brγ , where d is the distance. The Brγ luminosity is related to the accretion luminosity by an empirical relation from (Muzerolle et al. 1998 (Muzerolle et al. , 2001 
Inferred values of L Brγ and L acc are included in Table 5 . Our estimated L acc values are compatible with previous measurements from the literature (e.g., Valenti et al. 1993; Hartigan et al. 1995; Gullbring et al. 1998; White & Ghez 2001) . Previous measurements typically span an order of magnitude, and our inferred L acc are within an order of magnitude of all previously determined values. Moreover, the values for each star relative to others in our sample roughly match those of surveys in the literature; in surveys where several of our targets were observed, the lowest accretion rate objects are also the lowest accretors in that subset of our sample.
Discussion
Size-Luminosity Diagram
If dusty disks extended inward to their central stars, their near-IR emission would be very compact, so much so that it would appear unresolved even with the mas-level angular resolution of near-IR interferometers. The fact that disks around young stars are resolved with near-IR interferometric data (e.g., Millan-Gabet et al. 1999) indicates that these disks are truncated at stellocentric radii substantially larger than the stellar radius. Measured temperatures at the disk truncation radii are typically ∼ 1500-2000 K (e.g., Eisner et al. 2004 Eisner et al. , 2005 , compatible with the sublimation temperature of silicate dust (e.g., Pollack et al. 1994) . Determining how the inner disk truncation radius depends on source luminosity can constrain how the inner edge is heated and, in turn, the radial and vertical structure of the inner disk (e.g., Monnier & Millan-Gabet 2002; Eisner et al. 2004 ). Figure 5 shows the inner ring radii determined for a sample of T Tauri and Herbig Ae/Be objects (including previous measurements from the literature) as a function of source luminosity. The source luminosity is the sum of the stellar luminosity and the accretion luminosity; in cases where no measurement of accretion luminosity is available (mostly highmass stars), only the stellar luminosity is used. Inner ring sizes from the literature are drawn from Millan-Gabet et al. (2001); Eisner et al. (2004 Eisner et al. ( , 2005 ; Akeson et al. (2000 Akeson et al. ( , 2005a ; Monnier et al. (2005) ; we used luminosities for these sources quoted in these references. For the objects in our current sample, we took stellar luminosities from Kenyon & Hartmann (1995) ; White & Ghez (2001); Walter et al. (1994) ; Hamann & Persson (1992) , and accretion luminosities from Table 5 . For objects where we measured the inner disk size over multiple epochs, the average size is plotted in Figure 5 .
We compare the size-luminosity diagram in Figure 5 with the predictions of a simple physical model. Specifically, we assume that the inner disk is directly irradiated by the central star, and that the inner edge therefore puffs up (Dullemond et al. 2001 ). For this model, the location of the inner disk edge is,
Here, f is the ratio of the inner edge height to its radius, and is estimated to be between 0.1-0.2 for T Tauri and Herbig Ae/Be stars (Dullemond et al. 2001) . T in is the temperature at the inner disk edge. Figure 5 shows the inner disk radii predicted by this model for T in = 1500 K and T in = 2000 K; these temperatures bracket the expected sublimation temperatures for silicate dust in a protoplanetary disk (e.g., Pollack et al. 1994 ).
Most objects with luminosities 10 L ⊙ agree with the predictions of these models; this fact has been noted previously (Monnier & Millan-Gabet 2002; Eisner et al. 2004; Millan-Gabet et al. 2007 ). There are, however, several exceptional high luminosity sources for which geometrically thin disk models may be more suitable (e.g., Eisner et al. 2004; Monnier & Millan-Gabet 2002; Vinković & Jurkić 2007) . Moreover, Figure 5 shows that at the lowest stellar masses, this model may break down. The sizes of several low-mass sources are larger than predicted for these puffed-up inner disk models.
We put forward several potential explanations for these deviations between puffed-up disk model predictions and data for low-mass T Tauri stars. First, the sublimation temperature may be reached further from the star. For example, viscous energy dissipation in accreting material may provide additional heating, pushing the sublimation radius outward. The sublimation temperature may also be lower, and hence located at larger stellocentric radii, in these low-mass objects because of systematically lower ambient gas densities (see Table 3 of Pollack et al. 1994 ). Small dust grains, which are hotter than larger grains at a given radius, may also lead to larger dust sublimation radii. Finally, these disks may be truncated by a mechanism other than dust sublimation, such as photoevaporative mass loss or magnetospheric truncation. In the following paragraphs, we argue that of the possible explanations considered, the most likely is a mechanism other than dust sublimation, namely, magnetospheric truncation. These various possible explanations make different predictions about the accretion rates of sources with exceptionally large inner disk radii. We therefore investigate how the discrepancy between measured sizes and predictions of irradiated disk models depends on a proxy of source accretion rate 2 . Figure 6 plots the difference between measured and predicted size as a function of L acc /L * . We find that objects whose measured sizes are larger than predicted by models actually have lower (fractional) accretion luminosities than other sources.
Accretional Heating
If accretional heating causes larger inner disk truncation radii, then the low-mass stars in Figure 5 would have systematically higher mass accretion rates than other sources. However, Figure 6 shows that objects with large inner radii tend to have lower accretion rates. Thus, accretional heating seems an unlikely explanation for the large inner disk sizes.
Lower Dust Sublimation Temperatures
Dust sublimates more easily when ambient pressures are lower. Lower mass accretion rates lead to lower gas densities and pressures, and can therefore yield lower sublimation temperatures. The fact that larger disk truncation radii tend to occur around sources with lower accretion luminosities ( Figure 6 ) is compatible with the hypothesis that these disks are truncated at lower dust sublimation temperatures.
However, the dust sublimation temperature would need to be 1000 K to explain many of the large measured disk sizes. A silicate dust sublimation temperature of 1000 K requires 8 orders of magnitude lower gas density than a sublimation temperature of 1500 K (Pollack et al. 1994) , which corresponds to ∼ 5 orders of magnitude lower mass accretion rates (assuming an α-disk to convert gas density into mass accretion rate). Such low accretion rates, and large dispersion in accretion rate, are not measured for our sample. It is therefore unlikely that lower sublimation temperature can explain the large truncation radii of disks around low-mass T Tauri stars.
Small Dust Grains
Smaller dust grains absorb and emit radiation less efficiently than larger grains, and this loss of efficiency is more severe at longer wavelengths (e.g., Bohren & Huffman 1983) . As a result, small grains will achieve higher temperatures than larger grains at a given stellocentric radius. Thus, if a disk is composed of small grains, the dust sublimation radius can be larger than implied by Equation 3, which assumed gray, and hence large-grained, dust (Monnier & Millan-Gabet 2002; Isella et al. 2006; Vinković et al. 2006; Tannirkulam et al. 2007) . Using the results of Vinković et al. (2006) , we find that the large inner disk sizes in our sample can be reproduced by puffed up inner disk models composed of grains sized 0.1-0.5 µm. While small-dust-grain models can reproduce these larger observed sizes, it seems unlikely that those objects that would require small dust grains to explain the observations are precisely those with the lowest mass accretion rates.
Photo-evaporation
We now consider alternatives to dust sublimation, where the physical process responsible for truncating the disk might be more efficient at lower mass accretion rates. One such process is photo-evaporation, where the mass-loss driven by stellar UV radiation can overcome accretion at sufficiently lowṀ (e.g., Clarke et al. 2001; Alexander et al. 2006 ). The mass flow can "switch" from accretion to outflow when the accretion rate drops below ∼ 10 −10 M ⊙ yr −1 . Since the objects in our sample have accretion rates 10
(based on the accretion luminosities in Table 5 ), photo-evaporation is unlikely to dominate accretion. Moreover, we do not see the signature of a discrete transition in Figure 6 at a certain accretion luminosity. Thus, photo-evaporation is unlikely to be the physical mechanism behind the truncated disks observed for the low-mass T Tauri stars in our sample.
Magnetospheric Truncation
Large inner disk radii may also be due to magnetospheric truncation. T Tauri stars accrete material via magnetospheric accretion; the stellar magnetic field threads the disk and essentially creates a barrier to midplane accretion at the point of balance between magnetic pressure and inward pressure from accretion (e.g., Shu et al. 1994) . The magnetospheric radius is given by (Königl 1991) :
where B 0 is the dipole magnetic field strength. For many classical T Tauri stars, high disk accretion rates ( 10 −7 M ⊙ yr −1 ) confine this magnetospheric radius to well within the dust sublimation radius (e.g., Eisner et al. 2005) , and thus the observed inner edge of the dust disk occurs where temperatures reach the sublimation temperature (i.e., T in = 1500-2000 K).
However, lower accretion rates allow the magnetospheric radius to extend to larger stellocentric radii (R mag ∝Ṁ −2/7 ), while the lower associated accretion luminosity leads to a smaller stellocentric radius of dust sublimation. Low accretion rates can therefore cause magnetospheric truncation outside of the dust sublimation radius (e.g., Eisner et al. 2006 ). If we take B 0 = 1 kG, R * = 2 R ⊙ , and M * = 0.5 M ⊙ as typical values for low-mass T Tauri stars (e.g., Johns-Krull 2007), then mass accretion rates between 10 −9 and 10 −8 M ⊙ yr −1 (compatible with the lowest accretion luminosities in Table 5 ) yield magnetospheric radii between 0.07 and 0.15 AU, comparable to the measured inner disk sizes in Figure 5 . We thus favor magnetospheric truncation as the explanation for the large inner disk sizes of low-mass T Tauri stars.
Inner Disk Variability
Many young stars, including those in our sample, are known to be photometrically variable at optical through near-infrared wavelengths, with variability timescales ranging from days to months (e.g., Herbst et al. 1994; Skrutskie et al. 1996; Carpenter et al. 2001; Eiroa et al. 2002; Bouvier et al. 2007) . While the underlying cause of the variability is usually attributed to star-spots, which modulate the emission on the stellar rotation period, in some cases inner disk variability may also play a role (e.g., Eiroa et al. 2002; Bouvier et al. 2007 ).
Time-varying increases in disk accretion rates, which might occur on inner disk dynamical timescales of days to weeks, could lead to increased disk heating and higher near-IR emission. Since a hotter disk could sublimate dust at larger stellocentric radii than a cooler disk, the inner edge of the dust disk may move in and out as the disk heating varies. Conversely, if disks are magnetospherically truncated, then increases in accretion rate would lead to smaller disk sizes (Equation 4). Variability in the stellar magnetic field strength can also cause variability in mass accretion rates and changes in the inner disk radius over timescales comparable to stellar dynamo oscillation period, typically ∼ 10 yr (e.g., Armitage 1995) .
We obtained multiple epochs of spectroscopic and photometric data for DK Tau A and B, AA Tau, and RW Aur A and B, and multiple epochs of interferometric data for all of these except RW Aur B. As indicated in Tables 2-5, several sources have variable infrared fluxes, veilings, and inferred accretion luminosities. Moreover, one object (RW Aur A) may have a variable inner disk size (Figure 3 ; Table 4 ).
In the scenario where observed variability is due to changes in the disk heating (e.g., because of time-variable disk accretion rates), we would expect the following for higher disk temperatures: 1) K-band flux will increase; 2) veiling will increase, since the circumstellar flux is increasing relative to the stellar flux; 3) accretion luminosity may increase (if this is the source of the disk heating); 4) the measured inner disk size should increase, since the dust sublimation radius would move out.
None of our targets clearly show such signatures. For DK Tau A, the K-band veiling, near-IR fluxes, and inner disk size remain constant (within uncertainties) over the span of our multi-epoch observations. For AA Tau, the veiling appears to decrease from one epoch to the next while the Brγ flux also decreases. However, the inner disk size remains constant (or marginally increases; Table 4)) and the K s -band flux appears to increase in the latter epoch, contrary to expectations for a dimmer disk. For RW Aur A, the Brγ luminosity appears to increase as the veiling decreases, which is not consistent with expectations for our scenario of inner disk variability above. DK Tau B and RW Aur B show no variability in any of our data.
If the emission from our targets is circularly symmetric, then our modeling indicates potential variability (above the 1σ level) in the inner disk size with time for RW Aur A. The inner disk radius appears to increase as the K-band veiling increases, which is expected since a larger inner rim would produce more near-IR emission (for a fixed temperature). However, Figure 1 shows only marginal variability in the measured V 2 (in contrast to the V 2 disk plotted in Figure 3 ) from one epoch to the next, and the apparent inner disk variability rests entirely on the inferred circumstellar-to-stellar flux ratios. The first epoch of KI data for RW Aur A does not have a reliable estimate of this ratio; the estimate of 0.6 from Akeson et al. (2005a) is a lower limit ( §3.1), and a ratio as high as 2.5 would eliminate the apparent variability. Furthermore, a highly inclined disk can fit the data for RW Aur A well without any variability in the inner disk size, even if the inferred circumstellar-to-stellar flux ratios are taken at face value ( §3.2). Thus we can not claim to see inner disk variability based on these data.
The interpretation of our multi-epoch observations is complicated by the fact that different data constituting each epoch were not obtained simultaneously. Data for a given epoch were obtained within a few week time-window. Because the dynamical timescales for inner disk variability are τ dyn ∼ R 3 /GM 10 days for the inner radii inferred for our sample, there may be substantial source variability between the different measurements within a single epoch. In future work, the observations constituting a single epoch should ideally be obtained within ∼ 1 day of one another. In addition, a larger number of epochs would facilitate investigation of inner disk variability.
Conclusions
Using near-IR interferometric, spectroscopic, and photometric data, we measured the inner disk radii of 11 low-mass T Tauri stars. In addition, we measured the near-IR veilings and accretion luminosities of these objects. Our data substantiate previous claims that the inner disk radii of T Tauri stars are generally consistent with the predictions of disk models with vertically extended inner rims at stellocentric radii where disk temperatures reach dust sublimation temperatures, between 1500 and 2000 K. However, there are a handful of sources, in particular objects with stellar luminosities 1 L ⊙ , for which the measured radii are substantially larger than predicted by such models.
Discrepancies between models where disks are truncated at the dust sublimation radius and measured inner disk radii are larger for sources with low ratios of accretion to stellar luminosity. Thus, the physical mechanism by which the inner disk is truncated appears to depend on the relative importance of stellar irradiation and accretion. To explain this observation, we suggest that at low accretion rates, as the pressure of accreting material drops, the point of balance between inward accretion pressure and outward stellar magnetic pressure moves to larger stellocentric radii. At sufficiently low accretion rates, magnetospheric radii can become larger than the dust sublimation radii, yielding the large observed sizes for low-accretion-rate objects in our sample.
For several of our sample objects, we obtained multiple epochs of interferometric, spectroscopic, and photometric data, and for each epoch the various datasets were obtained within a few weeks of one another. We used these multi-epoch observations to search for inner disk variability. While inferred veilings, accretion luminosities, and even inner disk truncation radii, appear to vary for some sources, none of the objects show a variability signature consistent with changes in the inner disk. Future monitoring observations with more epochs, and with different data comprising each epoch obtained within a time-window short compared to inner disk dynamical timescales, will enable a more rigorous probe of inner disk variability.
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Note. - * -For AS 206, V1331 Cyg, and DI Cep, our photometric calibrators appear to be variable at a low level, and the quoted uncertainties include this potential error. Note. -R ring is computed from fits of uniform ring models to KI data, and the distances assumed in Table 1 . Quoted error bars are 1σ statistical uncertainties in the χ 2 minimzation between models and measured V 2 disk . Column 3 lists the ring radii determined when V 2 disk are computed using the veiling measurement closest in time to the KI measurement. Column 4 lists the ring radii for V 2 disk estimated using the average veiling measured over all epochs. Note. -Given the uncertainties in the photometry and EWs, we estimate uncertainties between 5% and 20% for L Brγ . The conversion from L Brγ to L acc includes additional uncertainties (Muzerolle et al. 1998 (Muzerolle et al. , 2001 , and L acc is thus uncertain by a factor of a few. We also list stellar luminosities, L * , drawn from the literature (White & Ghez 2001; Hartigan et al. 1995; Walter et al. 1994; Hamann & Persson 1992) . We indicate the inner ring radii expected for a puffed-up inner disk model (Dullemond et al. 2001) with T in = 1500 K (dotted line) and T in = 2000 K (dashed line). While most objects with luminosities 10 L ⊙ agree with the predictions of these models (with the excpetion of several high-mass stars whose disks appear consistent with geometrically thin disk models; Eisner et al. 2004) , at lower luminosities, there are numerous sources with inner ring radii larger than predicted values. is plotted against the ratio of accretion to stellar luminosity. The discrepancy is the difference between the measured size and the region bounded by the two curves in Figure 5 . As in Figure 5 , disrepancies for sources from the literature are indicated by filled circles and, for the sources in our sample, by open squares. We have restricted this plot to T Tauri stars (L * < 5 L ⊙ ), since most higher luminosity objects do not have measured L acc . While some low accretion luminosity sources do agree with the model predictions, a trend is nevertheless evident whereby objects with smaller L acc /L * ratios are more discrepant from model predictions. The objects exhibiting the largest discrepancies are DK Tau B and RW Aur B from our sample, GM Aur from Akeson et al. (2005a) , and AS 207 A from Eisner et al. (2005) .
